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1 .  IIVTRODVCTION

One of the most, important area.s  of investigation in quantum chromodynamics
are few-hod3, exclusive reactions initiated by electromagnetic initial states. such
a s  e’e- --i HH t+tt-> + ?H. and the two-photon processes 77 -+ Hfi shown
in Fig. 1. The simplicity.  of the photon’s couplings to the quark currents and the
a.bsence of initial state hadronic interactions allows one to st,ud>. the process of .m.
quark ha.dronization  at its most basic le\:el--the  conjzersion of quarks int.o just one
or two hadrons. In the low energ!.  threshold regime the quarks interact strong]!. at
low rela.tive  \velocity  to form ordina.ry  or exotic resonances: qq. qyy. qq@. yyy. et.c. - -
At high energies, where the quarks must interact at high momentum transfer. a
perturba,tive expansion in powers of the QCD running coupling constant becomes
applicable,’ leading to simple and elegant PQCD predictions. In this domain one
tests not only the scaling and form of element.arl.  qua.rk-gluon processes. but also
the st,ructure of the hadronic wa\.efunctions themsel\.es,  specificall).. the **distribu-
tion a.mplitudes” $~(r,,  Q?), which describe the binding of quarks and gluons into
ha.drons. Physically, $~(n.,, Q) is the proba.bilitJ.  amplitude for finding the lralence
quarks which carry. fractional momenta a, at impact sepa.ra.tion  b, b l/Q. The \.a-
lence Fock state of a ha,dron is defined a.t a fixed light-cone time and in light-cone
gauge. The 5, = (I;’ + Ic”)/(P’ + P”) are the boost-invariant momentum fractions
which satisfy Ci 2, = 1. Such wavefunction information is critical not onI).  for un-
derstanding QCD from first principles. but also for a fundament.al  understanding
of jet hadronization at the amplitude rather than probabilistic level.
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Figure 1. Exclusive processes from e+e-  and y-,  annihilation.
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At large momentum transfer all exclusive sca,ttering reactions in QCD are char-
acterized by the fixed angle scaling law:

To first approxima.tion  the leading power is set by the sum of the minimum num-
ber of fields entering the exclusive amplit.ude:  n! = 17~ + ng + nc + ng - 2,
where n = 3 for baryons, n = 2 for mesons, a,nd 71 = 1 for leptons and photons.
This is the dimensional co&t,ing law’ for the lea.ding  twist or power-1a.w con-
tribution. The nominal power :V is modified-by logarithmic correckions  from the-.
QCD running coupling constant, t.he logarithmic evolution of the ha.dronic distri-
bution amplitudes, and in the case of ha,dron-hadron  scattering. so-called “pinch”
or multiple-scattering contributions, which 1ea.d to a small fractional change in the
leading power behavior.3 The recent analysis of Botts and Sternian  shows that
hard subprocesses domina.te  la.rge  momentum tra.nsfer exclusive rea,ctions. t?VfZll

when pinch contributions dominate. The functional form of F(6),,,,) depends on
the structure of the contributing yua.rk-gluon subprocess and t’he sha.pe of the
hadron  distribution amplitudes.

Large momentum transfer exclusive amplitudes generally involve the Li = 0
projection of the hadron’s va.lence  Fock state wavefunction. Thus in QCD, quark
helicity conservation leads to a general rule concerning the spin structure of ex-
clusive amplitudes: the leading twist contribution to any exclusive amplit,ude  COII-
serves hadron helicity-the sum of the ha.dron helicity in the initial sta.te equals
that of the fina. state.

The study of time-like hadronic form factors using eSe- colliding beams ca.n
provide very sensitive tests of the QCD helicity selection rule. This follows because
the virtual photon in cse- + T* -+ hAhB alwa,ys  ha,s spin fl along the beam axis
at high energies. Angular-momentum conservation implies that the virtual photon
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can “decay” with one of only ‘two  possible angular distributions in the cenkr-of-
momentum frame: (l+cos’B) for 1 XA-XB I= 1, a.nd sin”0 for 1 AA - XB I= 0: where
XA,B are the helicities of hadron  ~A,B. Hadronic-helicit).  conservation, as required
by QCD, greatly-  restricts the possibilities. It implies that X,.J + XB = ~XA = -~XB.
Consequently, angular-momentum conservation requires 1 X,J [=I XB I= f for
baryons and I X,4 I=[ XB (= 0 for mesons; and the angu1a.r  distributions are noi\
completely determined:

da~ E+C- + LIB) a 1 + cos2 8(baryons).dcos8 (
dg~ e+c- + MM) m sin’ 0( mesons).

dcos0 (

It should be empha.sized that t.hese predictions are far from trivial for vector
mesons and for all ba.ryons. For example, one expects distributions like sin’ 8
for baryon pa.irs  in theories with a scalar or tensor gluon. Simpl!.  \.erifJ.ing  these
angular distributions Lvould give strong evidence in fa\,or of a vector gluou.

In the case of eSe- + HH? time-like form fa.ctors which conserve ha.dron
helicity satisfy the dimensional counting rule:

Thus at, large s = Q’, QCD predicts, modulo computable loga,rithms,

XB = -ix = f;, Q4@(Q') + ccuwt.

for baayon pairs, and

Ah4 = xn,l = 0, Q’F”(Q’) + const

for mesons. Other form factors, such as the Pa.uli form factor which do not conserve
_ hadron helicit).,  are suppressed by a.ddi  tional powers of l/Q’. Similarly, form factors

for processes in which either ha.dron of the pair is produced with helicity other than
l/2 or 0 are non-leading at high Q’.

In the ca.se of e+e- annihila.tion  into vector plus pseudoscalar mesons. such as
e+e- + ,NT’, TTW, and A’K’, Lorentz invaria.nce  requires that the vector meson will
be produced tra.nsversely  polarized. Since this amplitude does not conserve ha.dron
helicity, PQCD predicts that it will be dynamically suppressed at high momentum
transfer.
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We caa see this in more detail as follows: The 7 - T -p ca,n couple through only
a single form factor - EpuTfTe~)ep$~y$ F=,,(s) - and this requires I X, I= 1 in
e’e- collisions. Ha.dronic-helicity conservation requires X = 0 for mesons, and thus
these amplitudes are suppressed in QCD (although, not in scalar or tensor theories).
Notice however that the processes e+e- + y7r,yq,y$ a.re allowed by the helicity
selection rule: helicity conserva,tion  applies only to the hadrons. The form factors
governing these such processes are not expected to be large. e.g. FTIY(s) - 2f,/~.

The ha.dron helicity conserva.tion  rule ha.s also been used to explain the obser\,ed
strong suppression of 11~’ deca!.  to p7r a.nd Kh-*. However. a puzzle then arises why
the-corresponding J/ll, decaJ.s  a.re not, suppressed. I will re\kr this problem in
section 7.

The predictions of PQCD -for the leading power beha\.ior  of exclusi\;e ampli-
tudes are rigorous in the asymptot,ic  limit. Ana.lytically, th is  pla.ces import,ant
constraints on the form of the amplitude even a.t low momentum t.ransfer.  For ex-
ample, Dubnicka and Etim4 have made detailed predictions for meson and baryon
form factors ba.sed  on vect,or  meson domina.nc,e  considerations a.t low energies, and
the PQCD constraints in the large space-like and time-like Q’ domains. (See Fig.
2. )
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Figure 2. Prediction for the time-like magnetic form factor of the neutron using
vector meson dominance a.nd  asymptotic PQCD const,raint,s.  From Ref. 4.
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A central question for the phenomenology  of exclusive reactions is the regime
of applicability of the lea.ding  power-law predictions and the relative size of higher-
twist higher power-law contributions. Thus far dimensional counting rules are all
in general agreement with experiment at momentum transfers beyond a few G’eV.
This appears reasonable since, ignoring heavy quark production-the natural es-
pansion scales of QCD are Am> the light quark masses, and the intrinsic trans\.erse
momentum in the hadronic wavefunctions. An extensive review of t,he data. is gilen
in Ref.1.

The FENICE experiment at, Frasca.ti  will provide the first. measurements of
- the time-like neutron form fa.ctor and the e+e-n/n to pp ratio. The proposed. high-luminosity Tau-Charm factory would allow the exploration of a large array of--

exclusive channels such a.s t+e- or yy + pp. nfi, AA, T+TT-, Ir’l?: NN’, rp, 7~‘.
etc., both on and off the charmonium resonances. Many of these channels have
not yet been studied experimentally, and measurements will only’ become pract,ical
at luminosities of 1033cm-2sec-1 or greater. At such intensities, corresponding to
approximately lO’,u+p-  per year, one can also study rzucleal-  final states such as
eSe-  + drill. It is very important. to mea.sure the ratio of the neutron and proton
form factors to high precision, a.nd to check the angular distribution of the bary.on
pairs to test the predicted dominance of the helicity  conser\:ing Dira.c form factor
Fr over the Pa.uli form fact.or at, la.rge  t)ime-like  Q’.

Since exclusive channels ha.ve highly constrained final states of minimal con-.-
plexity, they a,re generally distinctive a.nd background-free. In ea.& exclusive chaii-
nel one tests not only the scaling aad helicity structure of the quark and gluon
processes, but also features of t,he distribution amplitude, the most ba,sic measure
of a hadron in terms of its valence quark degrees of freedom.

Although t.wo-photon exclusive cha.nnels are usually. mea.sured  a.t higher energy.
storage rings, the high luminosity a.t a Ta.u-Charm fa.ct,ory.  makes possible detailed
study of the a/y --+ Hfi channels in the few Gek’ region where perturba.tive QCD
predictions begin to become applicable. A more deta.iled re\:iew  of the two-phot.on
predictions a.pplica.ble  t.o high luminosit~y~ eSc- colliders are given in section 11 and
Ref. 5.

2. FACTORIZATION THEOREM FOR ESCLUSII:E PROCESSES

The predictions of QCD for the leading twist. contribution to exclusive e+t-
and yy a.nnihilation  amplit.udes  have t,he general form:

M(e+e- + HH) = ’ nh; T&r;,cu,(Q’)) mb-L.,Q)  cfq&Q).
s
0
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The hard-scattering amplitude TH(e+e- + qijqq) is computed by replacing each
ha.dron  with its collinear valence quarks. By definition, the internal integrations
in TH are restricted to transverse momentum greater than an intermediate scale
0; it is thus lee o m rared or col1inea.r  divergences a,ud it, can be expanded sys-f- f ’ f
tematically in powers of o,(Q’).  The distribution amplitudes are-gauge-inva.riant
wavefunctions obtained by integrating t’he valence Fock St,a.te  wa.vefunct,ions  o\:er
transverse momentum up to the sca.le Q. As in the ca.se of the fa.ctoriza.tion  theorem
for inclusive reactions, it is con\;enient t,o choose the intermedia.te renormalization
scale Q to be of order Q in order t,o minimize la.rge  higher order terms.

The distribution amplitude ~H(.T, Q) satisfies aa evolution equation in log Q’.-
which sums all logarithms from the collinear integration regime. The solution has
the form

dH(n:,.  Q) = c u~C',(x;)log-'~LQ2
R

where the c’,, are known polynomials, the fractiona. numbers 31j are computed
Hanomalous dimensions. and t,he u,, a.re determined front  an initial cwditjion or

non-perturbati\;e input for QH(.I’,, 8”). T’he  results for meson pair production are
rigorous in the sense tha.t the?,  are proved to all orders in perturba.tion theory. In
the case of baryon pair production, one can use an all-orders resumation to show
that the soft region of integra.tion  where x - 1 is, in fa.ct, Sudakov suppressed.

.m
3. ELECTRO~IAGNETIC FORM FACTORS OF BARYONS

Applying factorization. any helicity-conserving  ba.ryon form factor at la.rgc
space-like or time-like Q’ has the form: (see Fig. 3 )

I 1

FB(Q’) =
J J

[&I] [dx] di(y,. Q)TH(~;.Y,. Q)~B(x~~ Q) y

0 0

where to leading order in cr,(Q’),  Tlj is computed from 3y + y* -+ 3y tree graph
amplitudes:

_
TH =

and

is the valence three-quark wa.vefunction evaluated at quark impa,ct separation
kL - O(Q-I). Since 4~ only depends logarithmically on Q” in QCD, the main
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Figure 3. Calculat.ion  of the t.ime-like  baryon form factor from PQCD factorizabion

dynamica dependence of &(Q’) is the power beha\.ior  (Q’)-’ deri\.ed from 11~~

scaling behavior of the elementary propagators in TH.

More explicitly, the proton’s magnetic form fact’or  has the form:
6

. . .

1 +O(a,(Q))+O - -
The first fa.ctor,  in a,greement.  with the quark counting rule, is due to the hard
scat,tering of the three va.lence  quarks from the initial to fk1a.l  nucleon direction.
Higher Fock states lead to form fa.ctor contributions of successively higher order
in 1/Q2. The logarithmic corrections derive from an evolution equation for the
nucleon distribution a.mplitude.  The yn are the computed anoma.lous dimensions,
reflecting the short distance scahng of three-quark composite operators. l‘he results
hold for any baryon to baryon vector or axial vector transition amplitude that
conserves the baryon helicity. Helicity non-conserving form factors should fall as
an additiona,  power of l/Q’.s M 7easurements of the Iransition  ~OIXJ  ikact.or  to  tl~e‘,
J = 3/Z IV(l520) nucleon resona.nce a.re consistent with J, = &l/2 dominance, as
predicted by the helicity conservation rule.’ A review of the data on spin effects in
electron nucleon scattering in the resona.nce  region is given in Ref. 7. The FENICE
experiment and a Tau-Charm factory could provide measurements on the whole
range of baryon pair production processes, including hyperon production, isobar
production, etc.



An essential question for the interpretation of such experiments is the scale of
momentum transfer where leading-twist PQCD contributions domina.te  exclusive
amplitudes.

The perturbative scaling regime of the meson form fa.ctor a,nd yy -+ J4&! am-
plitudes is primarily controlled by the virtuality of t,he hardest quark propagator
if the quark is far off-shell, mult,iple gluon excha.nge contributions in\.olving  soft
gluon insertions are suppressed by inverse powers of the quark propagator. Thus
non-leading twist contributions are suppressed by, powers of p”/ < (1 - x)&” >,
where /J’ is a typical ha.dronic sca,le. Physically, there is not sufficient time to
ex&a.nge  soft, gluons or gluonium. Thus the perturba.tive a,na,ly.sis  is valid a.s long
as the single gluon excha.nge  propa.gator  can be approximated by inverse powel
behavior D(k’) x l/k’. The gluon virtuality < (1 - x)( 1 - y)Q’ > thus needs t’o
be la,rger than a small multiple of A&. This allows the PQCD predictions to start,
to be va,lid a.t Q’ of order a few Gek”, which is consist,ent  with da.ta.

However, the normalizat,ion  of the lea.ding  twist predict’ions  may be strongly
affected by higher corrections in aS(Q”). A similar situation occurs in time-like
inclusive reactions, such a.s ma.ssive  pa.ir production, where large I< fa.ctors occur.
Thus st this time normalization predictions for exclusive amplitudes cannot be
considered decisive t,ests  of PQCD.

The predictions for the leading twist comributions  to the magnitude of the.,.
proton form factor are sensitive to the s - 1 dependence of the prot.on distribution
amplit,ude~  part,icula,rl~~ if one assumes the validit). of tl~e st,rongl!; as>~iiiliietric
QCD sum rule forms for distribution amplitude. ChernJ.ak. ~-f (11.~~ have found.
however, that,  their QCD sum rule predictions are not significantly changed when
higher moments of the distribution amplitude a.re included. In the analysis of Ref.

.12 it was argued that. only a. small fra.ction of the proton a,nd pion form facto]
normalization at experimentally accessible momentum transfer comes from regions
of integra.tion  in which all t,he propa.gators  a.re ha.rd.  However, a new analysis by

13Dziembowski, et al. shows t,ha.t, the QCD sum rule distribution amplit,udes  oi
Chernyak, ef a1.l” together wit.11 the pert,urba.tive  QCD prediction gives cont.ribu-
tions to the form fa.ctors which a.gree  with the mea.sured  normalization of the pion
form factor at Q’ > 4 GeV’ and proton form factor Q’ > 20 Gel”’ to within a fac-
tor of two. In this calculation the virtua,lity  of the excha,nged gluon is restricted to
llc21 > 0.25 Gel/“. The authors assume o, = 0.3 and that t,he underlying wa.vefunc-
tions fall off exponentially a,t. the x IV 1 endpoints. Another model of the prot,on
distribution amplitude with di-quark clusteringI chosen to satisfy the QCD sum
rule moments come even closer. Considering the uncert,ainty in the magnitude
of the higher order corrections, one cannot expect better agreement between the
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QCD predictions and experiment.
Measurements of rare exclusive processes are essential for testing the PQCD

predictions and for placing constra.ints  on ha.dron wa.vefunctions.  However. t.he
relative importance of non-perturba.tive contribut,ions to form factors clea.rl;. re-
mains an important issue. Models can be constructed in which non-perturbative
effects persist to high Q.l’ In other models: which are explicit,ly rotationally in-

15variant, 16,17,18.19such effects vanish ra.pidly  a.s Q increases. The resolution of
such uncert,a.inties  will require better understanding of the non-perturbative wave-
function and the role played by Sudakov form fa.ctors in the end-point region.
In-tile-case  of elastic hadron-ha.dron  sca.ttering amplitudes, the recent, analysis of
Botts and St.erman3shows  t,hat , because of Sudakov suppression, even pinch toll-
tributions are domina.ted  bar hard gluon exchange subprocesses.

If the QCD sum rule results are correct, then hadrons have highl~~ structured
momentum-space valence wa\.efunctions. In the case of mesons. the results from
both the lat,tice calcula.tions and QCD sum rules sholv t,hat, the pion and other
pseudo-sca1a.r mesons have a dip structure at zero rela.tive  velocit?.  their distribution
a.mplitude-  the light quarks in hadrons are highl\. relat.i\yistic.  This gi\.es furthel
indica.tion  tl1a.t while nonrelat ivist ic p0tentia.l  models are useful for enumerating
the spectrum of hadrons (because the!. express the relevant degrees of freedom).
they may not be reliable in predicting wa.vefur_lction  structure. ,I

4. SUPPRESSION OF FINAL STATE INTERACTIONS

In general, one expects esclusive a.mplitudes  to be complicated by strong
hadronic final state interactions. For exa.mple,  the intermediate process c+t- -+ pji
shown in Fig. 4 leads by cha.rged  pion exchange to a. contribution to neutron pair
production eSe- -9 nfi. Such final-state interactions corrections to the time-like
neutron form fa.ctor correspond to higher Fock contributions of the neutron wa\re-
function. BJ~ dimensional power counting, such terms are suppressed at large Q’
by at. lea.st t,wo powers of l/Q’. Thus fina.l stat,e int,era.ctions are dJ,namica,lly  sup-
pressed in the high momentum transfer domain.

Beca.use  of the a,bsence of meson excha.nge  and other final state interactions.
the perturbative QCD predictions for the time-like baryon form factors are rela-
tively uncomplica.ted, and directly reflect the coupling of t,he virtual photon to t)he
quark current. For example, in the case of the ratio of nucleon magnetic form fac-
tors G~~(Q’)/G~(Q’), tlle ratio of quark charges td/tc, = -l/2 is the controlling
factor. Various model wa.ve  functions ha.ve been proposed to describe the nucleon
distribution amplitudes. In the ca.se of the QCD sum rule wavefunction calculat.ed
by Chernyak, Ogloblin, and Zhitnitskii, the neutron to protoll  form factor ratio is
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. - Figure 4. Illustration of a final-st.a.te  interaction correction to the time-like neutron
form factor. ils shown in (b), the meson exchange contributions correspond t,o higher
Fock components in the neutron wavefunction and are suppressed at high Q’.

predicted to be -0.47 beca.use of the strong dominance a.t large light-cone momen-
tum fraction LC of the u quark which has its helicity  aligned with of the helicit?; of
the proton. ,4n a.lterna.tive  model given by Ga.ry and Stefanis gives a much sn~aller
ratio: -0.10. Both the COZ and GS model forms for dp(z,, Q) taken together with
the PQCD fa.ctorization formula ca.n account for t,he ma.gnit,ude  a.nd sign of the
proton form factor at large space-like Q’ : Q4G;!(Q2)  = 0.95 GeV4 for C’OZ and
1.18 GeV4 for GS. (Se e  Fik. 5 . )  Experiment,a.lly  Q4G$!(Qi)) % 1 . 0  C;ekT4  f o r
10 < Q’ < 30 GeV’. Tllese QCD sum rule predictions assume a constant value-
for the effective running coupling consta.nt,  a,(Q’) = 0.3. The validity of such
predictions for the absolute normalization of form factors is thus in considerable
doubt, part,icularly because of the many uncertainties from higher order correc-
tions. Still it, should be noted tl1a.t  the predictions of the general magnitude and
sign is non-trivial. For example, a “non-relativistic” nucleon distribution amplitude
proportional to 6(x1 - 1/3)6(x;, - l/3) gives Q4G:,(Q’) = -0.13  x lo-‘.

In the case of the inverse process. pp + ese-, initial state interactions are
suppressed. It is interest,ing  to consider the consequences of t.his PQC’D predict,ioll
if the pp annihilation occurs inside a nucleus, as in the quasi-elastic rea,ction ~,;1 +
e+e-(A - 1). The absence of initial sta.te  intera,ctions implies that the rea,ct.ion rate

_ for exclusive annihilation in the nucleus will be additive in the number of protons
2. This is the prediction of “color transpa.rency. ,’ 21 In general, this novel feature
of la.rge moment,um  qua.si-ela.st,ic  processes in nuclei is a. consequence of the small
color dipole moment of the ha.dronic sta.te entering the exclusive amplitude. Even
in the ca.se of ha.dronic syttering such as pp -+ pp where pinch contributions are
important, one can show that the impa.ct sepa.ration of the quarks entering the
subprocess is small, almost of order l/Q so that color transparency is a universal
feature of the PQCD predictions.
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Figure 5. Comparison of the scaling beha.vior of t.he prot.on  magnetic form facto1
with t,he theoretical predictions of Refs. 6 and 10. The slow fall-off is mainly due to
the QCD running coupling constant.. The CZ predictions 10 are normalized jn sign a.nd
magnitude. The data a.re from Ref. 20.

An important test of color transpa,rency  wa,s  recent,iy ma.de at BNL t8hrough
measurements of the nuc1ea.r  dependence of quasi-elastic large angle yy sca.tt,ering
in nuclei. conventional analysis of the absorptive initial and fina.l sta.te interactions
predict tha,t  only N 15% of t,he protons a.re effective scatters in large nuclei. The
results for various energies up to EC, = 5 GEV show tl1a.t the effective fra,ction
of protons Z,j,/Z rises monotonically wit.11 moment,um transfer t,o about 0..5. a.s
predicted by PQCD color transpa.rency,  contrary to the conventiona.l  Gla.uber  ana.l-
yses. However, at E,, - -5 Gt V, normal absorption was observed, contrary to the
PQClD predictions. This unexpect,ed  and anomalous behavior, as well a,s the sharp

_ features observed in the spin correlation AA/AT seen in large a,ngle pp scattering
at the same energy could be due to a resonance or threshold enhancement at the
threshold for open charm productjion. Further discussion is given in Ref. 22.
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5. T H E  *I~0  T R A N S I T I O N  FORhl  F A C T O R

The most elementary exclusive amplit,ude  in QCD is the phot,on-meson  transi-
tion form factor F,,o (Q2), since it involves only one hadronic state. As seen from
the structure of the diagram in Fig. 6 tha.t  the leading behavior of Fyz-‘(Q’) at
la.rge Q2 is simply 1/Q2, reflecting the elementa.ry  sca,ling  of t,he quark propaga.tor
at large virtua.lity. This scaling tests PQCD in exclusive processes in as basic a
way as Bjorken scaling in deep inela.stic  lepton-hadron scattering tests the short
distance beha.vior of QCD in inclusive reactions.

Figure 6. Illustration of the leading PQCD contribution t,o t,be 7’ - ~‘7 time-like
form factor.

One can ea.sily  show that the asymptotic behavior of the transition form factor
has the simple form

1

F+ cc L
Q' J

&d+:. Q).
0

Thus
1

R( eSe- + y7rO) tx 01
J

&q!+(‘:, Q)I’ ‘v 1O-4

0

at Q2 = 10 GeV2. Detailed predictions are given in Ref. 1. Furthermore. the
ratio of the pion form factor to the squa.re  of the F,T’ transition form factor is
directly proportional to a,(&‘), independent of the pion distribution amplitude.
Thus measurements of this ra,tio at. time-like Q2 will give a new rigorous measure
of the running QCD coupling constant.
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Higher order corrections to F+ from dia.grams  in which the quark propaga.tol
is interrupted by soft gluons a.re power-law suppressed. If the gluon carries high
momentum of order Q, the corrections are higher order in cx,(Q”).  Unlike the meson
and baryon form factors, there are no potentially soft gluon propa.gators  in TH for
this process.

The scaling behavior of the PQCD prediction has recently been checked for the
spa,ce-like  7~ and yn’ transition form factors. This amplitude wa.s  obtained from
measurements of tagged two-photon processes yap + 77 and 7’ by the 7’PC:/rr
collaboration at PEP. The results, shown in figure 13, in section 11. pro\ride  a

- highly significant test of the PQCD a.nalysis. Similarly~, t h e  t,ime-like  -,* -+ 3”’
. measurement would be one of t.he most, funda.mental  mea.surements  possible at a

high luminosity. t+e- collider.

6. EXCLUSIVE CHARMONIUM DECAYS

The J/$ deca.ys  into isospin-zero final sta.tes through the int,ermediate three-
gluon channel. If PQCD is applica.ble,  then the lea.ding  contributions to the decay
amplitudes preserve hadron  helicity. Thus as in the cont,inuum deca.ys,  baryon
pairs are predicted to ha.ve a. 1 + v~cos~~,-~ dist,ribut.ion  with opposit,e helicities
X = -X = &$, and mesons with a. sin20cm distribution and he1icit.y zero.L

The calculation of the decay.  of the J/J, to ba,ryon pa.irs  is obt.ained simply.  by
(1) constructing the ha.rd sca.ttering  amplitude TH for CC + yyy G (qq)(qq)(qq)-’
where the final qqq and qqq are collinear with the produced baryron  aad a.nti-baryon
respectively, a,nd (2) convoluting TH with dB(xt,o)  and OB(~~-Q). (See Fig. 7. )
The scale 0 is set by’ the characteristic momentum transfers in the decay. The J/G
itself enters through its wa.vefunction at the origin which is fixed by its leptonic de-
cay. Assuming a mean value o, = 0.3, one predicts I’( J/y. + pp) = 0.34 Arc\,,” for

-the recent QCD sum rule distribution amplit,ude  proposed 1)). Chernyak.  Ogloblin,
and Zhitnitskii. The QCD sum rule form obta.ined by. King and Sa.chrajda predicts
r(J/$ + pjj) =  0 . 7 3  II’c\,,‘. B o tl1 models for the dist,ribution  amplitude together
with the PQCD factoriza,tion  for exclusive amplitudes can a.ccount  for the magni-
tude and sign a.s well as the scaling of the proton form factor at large space-like
Q”. In contrast a non-relativistic ansatz for the distribution amplitude centered
at xi = l/3 gives a much smaller rate: I? = 0.4 x lop3 1<eV.  The measured rate
is 0.15 KeV. (Note tha.t  the PQCD prediction depends on a, t.o t.he sixth ~OMW.
Thus if the mean value of os = 0.26. one finds agreement, wit,h the calculated
rate for J/lc, --+ pp using the COZ proton distribution a.mplit,ude.) The predicted
angular distribution l+ cos’8 is consistent with published 23data. This is impor-
tant evidence fa.voring  a. vector gluon, since scalar- or tensor-gluon theories would
predict a distribution of sin’8 + O(as).

- -
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Figure 7. Illustrat~ion  of the leading PQCD contribution for J/$.  decay to baryou
p a i r s .

Dimensional-counting rules can also be checked b)’ comparing the $1 and ~1’
rates into I@, normalized by the total rates into light-qua.rk  ha.drons  so as to remove
dependence upon the heavy-quark wa.ve  functions. Theory predicts that the ra.tio
of branching fra.ctions  for the JIP decays of the 1~) a.nd ‘~1’ is8

.

where Qete-  is the ratio of branching fract,ions  into t+tt-:

R($” --i e+c-)
&et,- = *( J,g --+ t.+e-)

= 0.13.5  f 0.0’33 .

Existing da.ta  suggest a. ratio (.!I,,l/M,)” with 1 1  =  6 k 13, in good a.greement  with
QCD. One can also use the da.ta.  for ,+ + pfi, 1112, ,Z. etc. t,o est.illia.te  the relat.i\.e
magnitudes of the quark distribution amplitudes for baryons. Correcting for pha.se
space, one obtains &, - 1.04(13) qn - O.S2(5)  4~ - l.OS(S) 4~ - 1.14(5) o,j 1)~.
assuming similar functiona. dependence on the qua.rk  momentum fractions x1 for
ea.ch  case.

As is well known, the decay I+!*  --+ 7r+7r- must be electroma.gnetic  if G-parit).  is
conserved by the strong interactions. To leading order in Q,, the deca.y is through_
a virtual  photon (i.e. I,!J --+ -y* --+ 7r+~-) and the ra.te is determined by the pion’s
electroma.gnetic  form fa.ctor:

r(l) -+ T+7r-)
= $F,Jsf[l + O(a,(s))],ry+ + jL+iL-) 4

where Y = (3.1&L.)‘. Taking Fx( S) 2 (1 - ~/my,- gi\.es a rate I’( + + r+r-) -
0.0011 I’(+ -+ /L+,u-),  which compa,res well with the measured ratio 0.001.5(‘7).
This indica.tes  that. there is indeed little asymmetry in the pion’s  wave function.
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The same analysis applied to + --+ K+KI- suggests that the ka.on’s wave func-
tion is nearly symmetric a.bout  r = k. The ra.tio r($~ -+ k’+K-)/I’($  + 7r+~) is
2 f 1, which agrees with the ratio (.f~/f~)~  N 2 expected if 71 and K ha.ve similar
quark distribution amplitudes. This conclusion is further supported by measure-
ments of $ --+ Ir’~li’s which vanishes completely if the 11’ distribution amplitudes
are symmetric; experimentally the limit is I’(y? --+ A’LA’s)/I‘(YJ  -+ A’%‘-) 5 i.

It, is important to t,est these PQCD and QCD sum rule predictions for the
whole array of baryon pairs at, both the J/$ 1 and y;‘. These deca,ys  give a direct
measurement on the relative normalization of moments of the baryon distribution

- amplitudes. ,4 particularl?,  int,erest,ing  qua.nt,ity  is the ratio I’( J/4 --+ pp)/r( J/y) -+
nfi). Including the electroma.gnetic  one-phot,on  intermediate state contribution. one
then obt,a.ins the prediction l?( J/G + pp)/r(J/$ + ?a6 ) = 1.16. The present,
mea.surements 24 give BR( J/r/1 t pp) =  0 . 2 2  f 0.02Yo a n d  BR(J/$ -+ 125) =
0.18%0.09%~.  ,411 important, part of the QCD predict,ion  is the elect,roma.gnetic  deca.y
amplitude controlled by the ra.tio of time-like form factors near the J/$. 1;sing the
QCD sum rule distribution amplit.udes  obtained 11). Cherny.ak and Zhituit,skii. one
predicts

lv:,+c;L (QL’ = lv;,, ) = -0.55 Gr v4:.L

which can be directly checked by measurements off resonance.

7. THE r-p PUZZLE

We have emphasized that a central prediction of perturbative QCD for exclu-
sive processes is hadron helicit.!.  conservat,ion: to lea.ding  order in l/Q: the total

-helicity  of hadrons in the init,ial  state must equal the total helicit?; of hadrons in
the final state. This selection rule is independent of any photon or lepton spin
appea.ring  in the process. The result follows from (a) neglecting quark ma.ss  terms,
(b) t.he vector coupling of gauge particles, a.nd (c) the dominance of valence Fock

_ sta.tes with zero angular momentum projection.’ The result is true in each order of
perturbation theory in oS.

Ha.dron helicity  conservation a.ppears  relevant t,o a puzzling anomal!. in the
exclusive decays J/d, and $’ + ~7;. I<*f;; and possibly other Vector.-Pseudoscala.1
(VP) combinations. One expects the J/p” and I$’ mesons to decay to hadrorls
via. three gluons or. occasiona.lly.  via a. single direct photon. ln either ca.se t,he
deca.y proceeds via Iq(O)l’,  where q(O) is the wa.ve  function at the origin in t’he
nonrelativistic quark model for CE. Thus it is reasonable to expect on the basis of
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perturbative QCD tha.t  for any final hadronic sta.te h tha.t  the branching fractions
scale like the branching fractions into eSe-:

Qh E B(dG’ --+ h, z Qe+e-
B( J/G t h)

Usually this is true, a.s is well documented in Ref. 27 for pp~‘,  27;+2r-~i”.
ns~-u: and 3~+37r-r’,  hadronic cha.nnels. The st,artling  exceptions occur for ~7;
and K*z where the present experimental limits 27 are Qplr < 0.0063 and Qh..r<
0.0021.

Perturbative QCD quark helicity conservation implies 8 Qpn E [B(v) -+

PP(JM + ~41 I Q tte-[.A4J,,./A,~~,]6./~ This result includes a form facto1
suppression proport,ional  t.0 [A4~,,./?1~,!]~ and an a,dditional  t,wo powers of tllr llla.ss
ra,tio  due to helicity flip. Howe\.er, this suppressiou  is iiot iiearlJ.  large:  elioug11 to
account for the data..

From the standpoint of pert.urba.tive  QCD. the obser\:ed  suppressiou  of (3’ -+
1,” P is to be expected; it is the J/y! that is anoma.lous.”  The ~1’ 0beJ.s t,he per-
turba.tive QCD theorem that total hadron helicity is conserved in high-monlent,um
transfer exclusive processes.- The general va,lidity  of the QCD helicity conservation
theorem at charmonium  energies is of course open to question. An alternative,.
model 29 based on nonperturba.tive exponential vert,ex  functions, has recently  been
proposed to a.ccount for the anoma.lous exclusive deca.ys of the J/q’. HoLvever.
helicity conservation has received important confirma.tion  in J/t!) -+ pj3 \vhere the
angu1a.r  distribution is known experimentally to follow [ 1 +cos’ 01 ra.ther thau sill’) 6’
for helicit).  flip. so the deca>.s J/L’! -+ T,Y?  and h-1; seem truly exceptional.

The helicit,). conservation theorem follows from the a.ssumption  of short-range
point-like intera.ctions among the constit,uents in a. hard subprocess. One way in
which the theorem might fail for J/$ t gluons + 7;~ is if the intermediate gluons
resonate to form a gluonium state 0. (See Fig. 8. ) If such a. st’a.te  exists. has
a mass near that of the J/p’: a.nd is  rela.tively  st,a.ble. then the  subprocess fol
J/,$ -+ np occurs over la.rge  distances and the helicit,).  couservat  iou t lleorelll  II&
no longer a,pply.  This would also expla.in why t’he J/T+!? decays iuto 7rp aud uot the
+‘.

Tuan, Lepage, a.nd I?” have t.hus proposed, followiug Hou aud Soul:” that the
enhancement of J/lc, -+ K*?? and J/Q -+ p7r deca\- modes is ca.used by a. quantum
mechanical mixing of the J/4 with a Jpc = l-- vector gluonium state 0 which
causes the brea.kdown  of the QCD helicity theorem. The deca.y width for J/y; -+
pr(IC*??) via the sequence J/G --+ 0 + pr(ll’*K) must be substantially larger
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Figure 8. Illustration of QCD contribuhons  for J/d: -+ px. A non-perturba.tive

contribution  due t,o a gluonium resonance is shown in (c).

than the decay width for the (uon-pole) continuum process J/y> -+ 3 gluous -+
~7r( I<*??).  In the other channels (such as VP, J@%T”, 2rS27r-no, et,c.), the branching
ratios of the c3 must be so sma.11 tha,t  the continuum contribution governed 1~~
the QCD theorem dominates over that, of the c3 pole. For the ca.se of the v’ the
contribution of the 0 pole must a.lwa,ys  be inappreciable in comparison with the
continuum process where the QCD theorem holds. The experimental limits on QPx
and Qli.,T;’ are now substa.ntially more stringent than when Hou a.nd Soni ma.de
their estimates of MO, roqK and rO+h..r in 1952.

A gluonium sta.te of this type wa.s  first postulated by Freund and Nambu”.,.
based on 021 dynamics soon a.fter the discovery of the J/J) and J:’ mesons. In
fa.ct, Freund and Nambu predicted tl1a.t  the 0 would deca\.  prinla.rily  illto  ~7: a.ucl
K*E, with severe suppression of decays into ot.her modes like t+t- as required for
the solution of the puzzle.

Branching fra.ctions  for final states I?. which ca.n proceed 0111~. through the ill-
termediate gluonium state have the ratio:

Qh. = Qe+e-
(AQ,+ - M& + f r;
(A44,-A40)‘+$j  ’

- It is assumed that the coupling of the J/J, a.nd $1’ to the gluonium state scales
as the e+e- coupling. The value of Qh is small  if the 0 is close in mass to t,he
J/+. Thus one requires (Ml,, - A4o)’ + i I’& 2 2.6 Qh GeV’. The experimental
limit for Qh..r  then implies [(M,,,  - Mu)2 + a I’&] 1’2 2 80 MeV. This implies
1 A~J/$ - A40 I< 80 MeV and ro < 160 MeV. Typical allowed values are MO =
3.0 GeV, ro = 140 MeV or MO = 3.15 GeV, ro = 140 MeV. Notice that, the
gluonium state could be either lighter or hea.vier  tha.n the J/r). The branching
ratio of the 0 into a given channel must exceed that of the J/v).
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It is not necessarily obvious that a J PC = l-- gluonium state with these
parameters would necessarily. ha.ve been found in experiments t,o date. One must
remember that though 0 + pi and 0 t IC*F are import,a.nt  modes of deca!,.  at

- - a mass of order 3.1 GeV many‘ other modes (albeit, less important) are available.
Hence, a total width I’0 2 100 to 150 MeV is quite conceivable.- Because of the
proximity of MO to M,l,,, the most important signatures for an 0 search via
exclusive modes J/q5 -+ l<*??iz, J/G + prh; h = XITK,  7, q’, are no longer available
by phase-space considera,tions. However, the search could still be carried out using
$’ + Ii’*??h, $:’ --+ prh; with h = XT, and 77. Another way to search for 0

- in particular, and the three-gluon bound states in general. is via the inclusive~-.. reaction $7’ + (err) + X, where the 7rrr pair is an iso-singlet.  The three-gluon
bound states such as c3 should show up as peaks in the missing ma,ss  (i.e. mass of
X) distribution.

The most direct way to sea.rch for the 0 is to sca.n pp or eSf-  annihilat~ion  a.t
fi within - 100 Me\’ of the J/T), triggering on vector/pseudoscalar  deca,ys such
as 7rp or EA-*.

The fa.ct that the prr and k’*r channels a.re strongly suppressed in @’ deca.ys
but not in J/I) decays clea.rl?; implies dynamics beyond t,he standa.rd cha,rmonium
a.na.lysis. The hypothesis of-a three-gluon sta.te 0 wit,h mass within 2 100 Me\,
of the J/T,<> ma.ss provides a natural. perha.ps  even colnpelling.  esplauat.ioil of t.liis
anomaly. If t,his description is correct, then the $1’ and J/G. ha.dronic decays not ‘*
only confirm hadron helicity conservation (at the $’ moment,um  scale). but they
also provide a. signal for bound gluonic mat,ter  in QCD.

A ma.jor  problem, however, for the gluonium explana.tion  of the pr puzzle, is
the relatively large decay rate recently reported for J/t/:  + UT”. The published
branching ra,tio  is 0.048 f 0.007Y0  approxima,tely  three times larger than the rrTTs7r-
-rate. Both of these I = 1 decays are evidently due to electromagnetic deca;s, but
there is no sign of suppression due to hadron  helicity conservation. One possibility
is that there are additional q@ I = 1 resona.nces in the 13 Ge\’ mass ra.nge which
contribute to the wr channel. In any event it will be very important t,o compare
these branching ratios at the $’ and off resonance.

8. TIME-LIKE COMPTON PROCESSES

The high luminosity of a Ta.u Charm factory can allow the study of the basic
Compton amplitude M(y* --f rr+rr-y) and the rela.ted  Compton processes. The

interference of this amplitude with contributions from diagrams where the phot$on
is emitted from the initial electron or positron will produce a large front-back
asymmetry in the e+e- + ~+r-y process. (See Fig.  9. )  We can estimate
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Figure 9. Interfering coherent ainplitudes  cont~ributing t,o e+~-  - yz7+ir-  ‘This
-process ineasures the crossed pion Clompton amplitude.

the event rate from R(e+e-  + rr+rr’-y)  - (a/7;)Fz(Q’)  - lo-” to 10-j ~vhich
corresponds t,o lo4 to lo3 e\;ents per year at 1033~m-2~t~-’ luminosity.

The Compton amplitude on a pion ha.s thus far been studied 0111).  in the ~7 --f
rr+r-  rea.ction.  The a.vailable  Mark II and TPC/?l  data is iu rea.soua.ble  agreement
with the leading twist QCD predictions. The QCD analysis predicts simple crossing
of the large-angle yy t ~+r- amplitude to the y* + rr+n-y amplitude. Extensive
predictions a,re also now a.vailable for off-shell photons using PQC’D fact.orizatioil.
A critical feature of the predictions is the presence of local two-photon couplings
which lead to a dependence on photon mass Q much less severe than tha,t  predicted
by vector meson dominance. .w

9. MULTI-HADRON PRODUCTION

A high luminosity e + -c facility could be used for the study of four-baryon
exclusive final states and the search for new types of di-baryon states such as the
H, the postula.ted  AA resonance suggested by Ja.ffe and others. (See Fig. 10.)

e+
BI

B2

9 - 6 9 6457AlO

Figure 10. Production of four-baryon states in e+e-  annihilation
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Dimensional counting predicts that. the cross section for the production of 2V,~~
mesons, NB baryons and NB ba.ryons  a.t different fixed center of mass solid angle
Ai2 scales as Au 0: s -2-~N~f-2*VB-2NZ.  Thus we can estimate Re+e---B B B B -

e ar-. - lb, (Q2/W’dQ2/4)12.  Th gument of the baryon form factor is Q2/4 ‘si:ck e’ach
baryon is produced with half the a.vailable momentum. At s = Q2 = 16 G’eL”,
this corresponds to an annihilation ratio R m 10e4. The production of the npcj
nuclear final state is further reduced by the probability tha.t  the nucleons fuse in a
restricted phase space, and thus is suppressed by an additional power of l/Q’.

The above estimates are consistent with the “reduced amplit,ude” formalisnl
- for exclusive nuclear processes which has been successful predicting the scaling

. behavior of the deuteron form factor and the deuteron photo-disint,egration cross
section at fixed 19,~.

One can thus envision having sufficient luminosity a,t a eSe- collider to search
for the H di-lambda in the missing ma.ss  distribution in the reaction e+e- -t AA-Y.
This method can be extended to search for exotic resonances in the Ap, Cp di-
baryon syst,ems. The ra.te for four-meson exclusive chaanels  is considera.bly  larger.
and affords the possibility of studying the interactions of di-meson systems such as
Irl+li’+. In each case the study of multi-hadron exclusive channels can allow the
study of the scattering length and range of ha,dron-hadron  final state intera.ctions.

10. HEAVY QUARK EXCLUSIVE STATES AND FORM FACTOH Zmos IN QCD._

The exclusive pair production of heavy hadrons lQrQl). [Qr QzQ3) consisting
of higher generation quarks ( Q2 = t, 6, c, and possibly S) can be reliably predicted
wit,hin the fra.mework of perturbat,ive QCD, since the required wavefunction input,

-
- -

32is essentially determined from nonrelativistic considerations. The results can be
applied to e+e- annihilation, 1~ annihilation, and W and ‘Z decay. into higher
generation pairs. The norma,liza.tion,  angu1a.r  dependence and helicity structure can
be predicted away from threshold, allowing a detailed study of the ba,sic e1ement.s
of heavy quark hadronization.

In the case of the Tau-Charm factory, it is interesting to test the predictions
of QCD factorization for time-like meson form factors for the production of hea.v;y
meson pairs, such as e+e- t 00 and e+e- -+ O,o9.

A particularly striking feature of the QCD predictions is the existence of a zero
in the form factor and e+c- annihilation cross section for zero-helicity ha.dron pair
production close to the specific time-like value q”/4M%  = mh/2me where ml, and
mp are the heavier and lighter quark masses, respectively,. This zero reflects the de-
structive interference between the spin-dependent and spin-independent (Coulomb
exchange) couplings of the excha.nged gluon shown in Fig. 11; it is thus a novel
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Figure 11. Illustra.tion  of the dominant hard scattering diagram for D,os pair
production in QCD.

feature of the ga,uge theory. In fact, all pseudosca,la.r  meson form factors are pre-
dicted in QCD to reverse sign from space-like to time-like asymptotic momentum
transfer because of their essentiallyr  monopole  form. For mt, > i)nl( the form fa.ctor
zero occurs in the physical region.

In the case of ese- + O,o, the a.mplitude  va,nishes  aad changes sign at
Q2/4M& M m.,/2m,. Since ba.ckground t.erms  are expect.ed  t,o be monotonic., an
a.mplitude  zero must occur somewhere a.bove threshold in ~+tt- -+ D,D,.  (See Fig.
12.) The absolute rate nea.r-threshold  for this process depends on the wavefunction
parameters, pa.rticularly the mea.n square relative velocity of the constituents. WC
estimate R(D,D,) < 10m4, a. ra.te measurable at a. high-luminosity Tau-Charm
fact,ory.

9-89

2 3 4

q 2/4Mfi 6457A12

Figure 12. Perturbative QCD prediction32  for R(e+e- - D,o,). The normai-
ization depends on assumptions for the D, wavefunction.
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To leading order in l/q’, the production amplitude for hadron  pair production
is given by the fa.ctorized  form

where [dz;] = 6 (Ci=r xk - 1) nL=, dzl; and n = 2.3 is the number of quarks
in the valence Fock sta.te. The scale q2 is set, from higher order calculations, but
it reflects the minimum momentum tra.nsfer in the process. The main dy.namical

- dependence of the form fa.ct,or is controlled by the hard scat.tering amplitude 7’fl
. which-is computed by repla.cing each hadron  by collinear constituents P,‘” = xlI’i.

Since the collinear divergences a.re summed in 4~, TH can be systematically. com-
puted as a. perturbation expa.nsion in ct,(q’).

The distribution amplitude required for heavy ha,dron production OH (x,. q’))
is computed a.s an integral of the \:a.lence light-cone Fock wa\Tefunct.ion  up to t,he
scale Q2. For the ca.se of hea\.>-  quark bound states. one can a.ssume  that the con
stit’uents  a.re sufficiently. non-relati\.istic t,hat, gluon emission, higher Fock stat,es,
and retardation of the effective potential can be neglect,ed.  The analysis of Sec-
tion 2 is thus relevant. The yua.rk distributions are then controlled by a simple
nonrelativist,ic  wavefunction. which ca.n be ta.ken in the model form:

This form is chosen sirice it coincides with the usual Schriidinger- (‘oulomh wa\.e-
function in the nonrelativistic limit for hy.drogenic  a.toms and has t.he correct large
momentum behavior induced from the spin- independent gluon couplings. The
wa.vefunction is peaked at the ma.ss ra.tio s; = In;/~‘%~H:

where (X-z) is evaluated in the rest, frame. Normahzing the wavefunction to unit
probability gives

where (v’) is the mea.n square relative velocity aad r7ar = m~na~/(m~ + na;,) is the
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reduced mass. The corresponding distribution amplitude is

It is easy to see from the structure of TH for e+e- + MM tha.t the spectator
quark pair is produced with momentum transfer squared q2xsys = 4mz. Thus
heavy- hadron pair production is dominated by dia.grams in which the primary
coupling of the virtual photon is to the heavier quark pa,ir. The  pelturbative
predictions are thus expected t,.o be a.ccurate  even near threshold to lea.ding  order
in a,(4nx$)  where 172f  is the mass of lighter quark in the meson.

The leading order eSt- production helicity amplit.udes  for higher generation
meson (A = 0: f 1 ) a.nd baryon  (A = *l/Z7 &3/Z) 1lairs are computed in Ref. 32
as a function of q L ’  and the quark masses. The analysis is simplified by using the
pea.ked  form of the distribution amplitude, Eq. (6). In the case of meson pairs the
(unpolarized) eSe- annihilation cross section has the general form*

r

3p”
+ a(1 - p’)

(1  + co2  e ) [ F o J ( q 2 ) 1 2 1
l

where q ’ = s = 4M%(/” and the meson velocity is p = 1 - 4A4’---$-. The product ion
q-

* F x x ( q 2 )  is the form fact.or for the production of two mesons which have both spin a.nd
helicity (Z-component of spin) as X and x respectively. There are two Lorentz a.nd  gauge
inva.riant  form fa.ctors of vector pair production. However, one of them turns out to be
the same as the form factor of pseudoscalar plus vector production multiplied by ASH.
Therefore the differential cross section for the production of two mesons with spin 0 or 1
can be represented in terms of three independent form factors.
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form factors have the general form

where A and B reflect. the Coulomb-like and tra.nsverse  gluon couplings, respec-
tively. The results to leading order in o, are given in Ref. 32. In general A and B
have a slow logarithmic dependence due to the q’-evolution  of the distribution am-

- plitudes. The form factor zero for the case of pseudoscalar pair production reflects
t,henumerator  structure of the TH amplitude.

2 1Yumerat,or m t 1
‘(

n’l 117; s1
S’) - - - - ---=- -

4hf; s2y1 4lw; x;yz >

For the peaked wavefunction.

.e
If ~7x1  is much greater than n2.:! then the er is dominant and cha,nges  sign at
4’) /4M$  = 172+312:!. The contribution of the e:! term and higher order contri-
butions are small and nearly constant. in the region where the ( 1 term changes
sign; such contributions can displa.ce  slightly but not remove the form fa.ctor zero.
These results also hold in qua.ntum electrodynamics: e.g. , pair product.ion  of
muonium (p - e) a.toms  in e+e- annihila.tion. Gauge theory predicts a zero at
q2 = m,/2m,.

These explicit results for form fa.ctors also show that the onset of the leading
power-law sca.ling  of a form factor is controlled b\r the ratio of the A aad B kr~ns:
i.e. , when the tra.nsverse  contributions exceed t.he Coulomb niass-doniinated  con

_ tributions. The Coulomb contribut.ion  t,o the form fa.ctor ca,n also be computed
directly from the convolution of the initial and final wavefunct.ions.  Thus. contrary.
to the claim of Ref. 12 there a.re no extra fa.ctors  of u,(q’) M:hich  suppress the
“hard” versus nonperturba.tive contributions.

The form fa,ctors for the heavy hadrons are normalized by the constraint tl1a.t.
the Coulomb contribution to the form factor equals the tota. hadronic charge a.t
q2 = 0. Further, by the correspondence principle, the form factor should a,gree
with the standard non-relativistic calculation a.t small momentum transfer. All of
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these constraints are satisfied by the form

At, large q’  the form fact,or can also be written a.s

.-
where fn4 = (6y3/iiA4~)‘l” ’1s the meson decay constant. Detailed results for k’k‘
and B,B, production are give in Ref. 32.

At low relative velocity of the hadron  pair one also expects resonance contri-
butions to the form factors. For these hea.vy systems such resonances could be
related to qqqq bound states. From Wa.tson’s theorem, one expects any resonance
structure to introduce a final-state phase factor, but not destroy the zero of the
underlying QCD prediction.

Analogous calcula,tions of the baryon form fa.ct,or. retaining the constituent
mass structure have a,lso  been done. The numerator structure for spin l/2 barJ.ons
has the form .L .w

24 + Bq’ + ~91’ .

Thus it is possible to have two form factor zeros; e.g. , at space-like and time-like
values of q’.

Although the mea.surements  a.re dificult a.nd require large luminosity, the ob-
servation of the striking zero structure predicted by QCD would provide a unique
test of the theory and its a.pplica.bilit,y  to exclusive processes. The onset of leading
power beha.\:ior is controlled simpl).  by the mass para,meters  of the theor>..

11. EXCLUSIVE y-, REACTIONS

_ A number of interesting yy annihilation processes could be studied adva.nta-
geously at a. high intensity ese- collider. Such t,wo-photJon rea.ctions  have a number
of unique features which are important for testing QCD:33

1. Any even charge conjugation ha.dronic sta.te ca.n be created in the annihila-
tion of two photons-an initial state of minimum complexity. Because yy
annihilation is complete, there are no spectator ha.drons  to confuse resonance
analyses. Thus, one has a c1ea.n  environment, for identifying the exotic color-
singlet even C composites of qua.rks  and gluons Iqij  >. [gg  >,  [ggg  >,  Iqijg  >.
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Iqqm >: . . . which are expected to be present, in the few Gek ma.ss  ra.nge.
(Because of mixing, the actual mass eigenstates of QC:D may be complicated
admixtures of the various Fock components.)

2. The mass and polariza.tion  of ea.& of the incident virtual photons ca.n IX
continuously varied, allo\<:ing  highly detailed t,ests  of theory. Because a spin-
one st,a.te cannot couple to two on-shell photons, a J = 1 resonance ca.n
be uniquely identified by the onset of its production with increasing photon

34mass.
3. Two-photon physics pla,ys  an especially import.ant  role in probing dynamical
- mechanisms. In the low momentum transfer doma.in, 73 rea.ctions  such a.s the

tota.l  annihilation cross section a.nd exclusive vector meson pair product,ion
can give important insights into the na.ture of diffractive reactions in QCD.
Photons in QCD couple  directly to the qua.rk currents at an>. resolution sca.le.
Predictions for high momentum t,ransfer yy reactions. including t.he photon
structure functions, F~(x, Q”) and F~(x, Q’), high PT jet product.ion,  and
exclusive channels a,re thus much more specific t.1la.n  corresponding ha.dron-
induced reactions. The point-like coupling of the annihila.ting photons leads
to a host, of special features which differ markedl), with predictions based on
vector meson dominance models.

4. Exclusive 73 processes provide a window for \.iewing the \vavefunctions of
hadrons in t,erms  of their quark and gluon degrees of freedom. in the case of’*
yy annihilat.ion  into ha.dron pairs, the angu1a.r  distribution of the production
cross section directI:.  reflects the sha,pe of the distribut.ion  amplitude (valence
wa.vefunction)  of ea.& hadron.

A simple, but, &ill very important, exa.mpleF is the Q”-dependence  of the IY-
action Y*Y --+ A4 where ,I4 is a. pseudoscalar meson such as the 11. The in\;a,riant

-amplitude contains only one form factor:

u-qlu = ~puarpqq ‘F,,(Q’) .

It is easy to see from power counting a.t large Q’ tl1a.t  the dominant amplitude (in
light-cone gauge) gives F-,,(Q’) - l/Q’ and arises from diagrams which have the
minimum path carrying Q’: i.e. , diagrams in which there is only a single quark
propagator between the two photons. The coefficient of l/Q’ in\.olves only the
two-particle qq distribution amplitude 4(z, Q), which evol\:es logarithmically on
Q. Higher particle number Fock sta.tes give higher power-law falloff contributions
to the exclusive amplitude.

The TPC/rr  data.36  shown in Fig. 13 are in striking agreement with the
predicted QCD power: a fit to the data gives J’-,,(Q’) - (l/Q’)” with 71 = 1.05 5
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Figure 13. Comparison of TPC/yy  data36 for the y - 11 and y - q’ transition form
factors with the QCD leading bist predihon  of Ref. 35. The VMD  predictions are also
ShOWll.

0.15. Data. for the 7’ from Pluto a.nd the TPCj77  experiments give similar results,‘*
consistent with scale-free behavior of the QCD quark propaga.tor  and the point
coupling to the quark current for both the real and virtual photons. In the case of
deep inela.st,ic  lepton sca.ttering, the observation of Bjorken sca,ling  tests the same
scaling of the quark Compton amplitude when both photons are virtual.

The QCD power law prediction, F7,(Q2)  h l/Q’, is consist,ent  with dimen-
sional counting2 and also emerges from current algebra arguments (when both
photons are very virtual).37 On the other hand, the l/Q” falloff is also expected
in vector meson domina,nce  models. The QCD and VDM predictions can be read-
ily discriminated by st,udying Y*Y*  t 7. In VMD one expects a product of form

_ factors; in QCD, the fall-off of the amplitude is still l/Q’ where Q’ is a linear com-
bina,tion  of Qf aad Qi. It is clearly very important t,o test this essential fea.ture of
QCD.

We also note that photon-photon collisions provide a, way to measure the run-
ning coupling constant in an exclusive channel, independent of the form of hadronic
distribution amplitudes.35 The photon-meson transition form factors F?-M (Q’));
M = 7r”,qo,  .f, etc., are measurable in tagged ey + e’A4  reactions. QCD predicts
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1 WQ')as(Q") = z Q’IFrr(Q’),~

- - where to leading order the pion distribution amplitude
denomina.tor  in the same ma.nner.

Exclusive two-body processes yy 4 HH a.t large
fixed O,‘;(, provide a particularly important laboratory

enters both numerator and

s = M/‘? = (~1 + q?)‘) and
for tescg QCD, since the

large momentum-transfer behavior, helicity structure., and often even the absolute
normalization ca.n be rigorously predicted.35’3B The angular dependence of some
of-the-y-f  + HP cross sect.ions reflects the shape of the hadron di&butjion  am-
plitudes c$H(~;:Q). The y~~xl --+ H?? amplitude can be written as a fa.ctorized
form

1c

where TAX, is the hard scattering he1icit.y amplitude. To  lea.ding  order  T CK
a(c~~/W’&)~’ a n d  do/& - 14;,~““+2)f(8,,)  1w lere n = 1 for nleson and 72 = 2

for baryon pairs.
Lowest order predictions for pseudo-scalar and vector-meson pairs for each,-

helicity amplitude are given in Ref. 35. In each case the helicities  of the hadron
pairs are equal and opposite to lea.ding  order in l/W’. The norma.lization  and
angular dependence of the lea,ding  order predictions for yy annihila.tion  into charged
meson pairs are almost, model independent,; i.e. , they are insensitive to the precise
form of t,he meson distribution a.mplitude.  If the meson distribut,ion  amplitudes is
symmetric in 3’ and (1 - .r). then the sa.me quantity

1

.I
d;r 4x(~,Q)

(1 - Y)
0

controls the z-integration for both F,(Q') and to high a.ccuracy  A/l(-yy  + n’r-).
Thus for charged pion pairs one obtains the relation:

g(y7 --f x + x - )  N 41Fn(s)['

% (Y-r + //S/l-) = 1 - cos4 O,,, .

Note that in the case of charged ka.on  pairs, the asymmetry of the distribut,ion
amplitude may give a small correction t.o this relation.
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The scaling behavior, angular behavior, and normaliza,tion  of the 37 exclusive
pair production reactions are nontrivial predictions of QCD. Mark II meson pair
data and PEP4/PEP9  data.3g for sepa.rated 7r+7r- and l<‘$Ii- production in the
range 1.6 < IV,-, < 3.2 Ge\’ near 90’ are in satisfactory agreement with the
normalization and energy dependence predicted by QCD (see Fig:l4). In the case
of r”7ro production, the cos 8,, dependence of the cross section can be inverted to
det#ermine  the x-dependence of the pion distribution amplitude.

The wavefunction of ha.drons  containing light and hea\.\; quarks such as the I<.
D-meson are likely to be asymmetric due to the disparity of the quark masses. III
a ga_uge  theory one expects that,  the wavefunction is maximum when the quarks
have zero relative velocity; this corresponds to 2; 0: m;l where m: = “i + ~1~. An
explicit model for the skewing of t,he meson distribution amplitudes based on QCD
sum rules is given by Benyayoun and Chernyak.4o These a.uthors also a,pply their
model to two-photon exclusive processes such as my --f h-+1<- and obtain some
modification compared to the strictly symmetric distribut,ion  amplitudes. If t.he
same conventions are used to la.bel the quark lines, the calcula,tions of Benyayoun
and Chernyak a.re in complete agreement with those of Ref. 135.

The one-loop corrections to the hard scattering amplitude for meson pairs ha\;e
been calcula.ted  by 41Nizic. The QCD predictions for mesons containing admixtures

38of the jgg)  Fock state is given by Atkinson, Sucher,  and Tsokos. . ,w
The perturba.tive QCD analysis 1la.s  been extended to ba.ryon-pair  production

in comprehensive analyses by Farrar,  et 42,38al. 38a,nd by Gunion, tt ul. Predictions
are given for the “sideways” Compton process ye1 --+ pp, &% pair production,
and the entire decuplet set of baryon pair sta.tes. The arduous ca.lcula,tion  of
380 yy -+ yqqqqq diagrams in TH required for ca.lcula.ting -,A/ + BB is great]).

-simplified by using two-component spinor  techniques. The doubij. charged A pair
is predicted to ha.ve a fa.irly sma.ll  normalization. Experimentall~~+uch resonance
pairs may be difficult to ident,ify under the continuum background.

The normalization a,nd angular dist.ribution  of the QCD predictions for proton-
antiproton production depend in deta.il  on the form of the nucleon distribution
amplitude, a.nd thus provide severe tests of the model form derived by Chernya.k.
Ogloblin, and Zhitnitskii *I from QCD sum rules.

The region of applicability of the leading power-law predictions for yy -+ pfi
requires tha.t  one be beyond resonance or threshold effects. It presumably is set b),
the scale where Q4G~(Q2)  is roughly constant; i.e. , Q’ > 3 GeV’. Measurements
of baryon pairs should be sufficiently far from threshold for quantitative tests of
the PQCD 44predictions.
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Figure 14. Comparison of yy y x+1- and y-y -, I<+Z\‘-  meson pair production
data with the parameter-free perturbative QCD prediction of Ref. 35. The t,heoq
predicts the normalization and scaling of the cross sections. The data are from the
TPC/yy  collaboration?g

The QCD predictions for yy -+ Hz can be extended to the case of one or two
virtual photons, for mea.surements  in which one or both elect.rons  are tagged. Be-
cause of the direct coupling of the photons to the quarks, the Qf and Qf dependence
of the yy -+ H?? amplitude for transversely polarized photons is minimal a.t I&‘”
large and fixed Ocmr since the off-shell quark and gluon propagators in TH alreads
transfer hard momenta.: i.e. , the 2y coupling is effectively local for QI, Qi << &.
The y*y* + BB and AI= amplitudes for off-shell photons ha.ve been calculated
by Millers a.nd Gunion. In each case, the predictions show strong sensitivity to
the form of the respective baryon and meson distribution amplitudes.
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1 2 .  H I G H E R  T W I S T  E F F E C T S

- -

.

One of the most elusive topics in PQCD has been the unambiguous iden-
tification of higher-twist effects in inclusive reaction. A signal for a. dynamical
higher-twist amplitude has been seen in pion-induced Drell-Yan reactions, where a
l/Q2 component t,o the pion structure function F;(rr, Q2) coupling to longitudi-
nal photons dominates the cross section at large zr. In addition, a Rice-Fermilab
experiment studying pion-induced di-jet production ha,s found e\ridence  for the
directly-coupled pion higher-t,wist  subprocess 7rg -+ qq which has the unusual prop-
erty that t,here  is no jet. of hadrons left in the beam direction.~-.

In the case of inclusive quark jet fragmentation. e+e- + TX. PQCD predicts
analogous anomalous behavior in the jet distribution a.t large z = E,/Q. In the
analysis one must take into account the subprocess y* -+ nqq illustrated in Fig.
15 where the pion is produced directly at short dista,nces,  in addition to t,he
standard lea,ding  twist process where the pion is produced from jet fra.gment,a.t  ion.
The net result is a prediction a.t large 2 of the form

da(cSe- -+ d)
dz dco.4

= A(1 - z)‘(l + cos’tl) + BQr.
sin’8

Although the corresponding B term has been observed in the Drell-Ya,n  rea.ction..-
it has never been seen unambiguously in jet fragmentation. A range of e+eLW
energies would be a,dvantageous  in identifying the l/Q’ dependence of the direct
pion contributions.

Figure 15. Higher-t\rist contribution to jet fragmentation in e+e- F TX. The
pion couples through its distribution amplitude &(I, Q).
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13. TAUONIUM AND THRESHOLD ~$7~ PRODUCTION

- -
In principle, Jp = l- QED bound states of r+r- could be produced as i:ery’

narrow resonances below threshold in e+e- 45annihilation. Unfortunately t,he
observation of even the lowest ortho-tauonium state at a measurable level would
require much higher incident energy resolution then presently possible. l’he higher
n excitations are suppressed by a. factor 1/n3, so radiative deca,y  signals would uot
be produced at a practical ra,te. Worse, the r will decay,  weakly before radiative
transitions can occur.

-The continuum production of the ~$7~ near threshold is strongly modified by
final-state QED interactionsP6 The leading order correction to the Born term at
threshold has the form (1 + of(u)) where u = (1 - 4M,?/s) and

The singu1a.r  fa,ctor in l/r: cancels the phase-spa.ce  factor in the Born cross section,
giving a. non-zero ra.te for production at, threshold. The analogous effect is well-
known in QCD for threshold charm production, and has been taken into account
in the duality formu1a.s which rela.te  charm ha.dron production to the mass of the

47charm qua.rk. It would be interesting to--check the threshold production of.-
e+e- + ~$7~ and verify this interesting fea.ture of r electrodynamics.
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